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Energy Level: Medium

Supplies

DON’T GO, AMIGO!
Amigo is pronounced Ah-MEE-go and means “friend” in Spanish.
Say: There are a lot of comforting things in our lives—things or
people that make us feel strong and safe. Many times it’s our
friends that bring us comfort. Let’s play a playground game
from Peru. Catch and keep your friends close!
1. Form groups of 5 and give one person in
each group a jump-rope.
2. The person with the jump-rope holds one
end of the rope and spins in circles holding
the jump-rope low to the ground while the
other group members try to jump over the
opposite end of the rope in time to avoid
being lassoed. A person is “lassoed” simply
when the rope catches and gently wraps
around a person’s feet. (Make sure kids know
to not wildly whip the jump rope around.)
3. Once someone is lassoed, he or she
becomes the new spinner and moves to the
center of the circle for the next round.
4. After everyone understands all of the rules, small groups
will spread out and stand in circles around the person
holding the jump-rope. Kids need to be close enough to the
person in the middle that they’ll need to jump over the rope
as it swings by.
Say: Having friends all around us the way they were in our game is
comfortable and fun because we know we’re loved! God gives
us comfort because his amazing love is all around us all the
time. God’s Word says, “He comforts us in all our troubles so
that we can comfort others.” Let’s watch for God’s comfort
and ways to comfort each other.

Kids playing a game in Peru that inspired Don’t Go Amigo!
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b j ump-ropes (1 for

every 5 kids)

Supplies
bc
 hild-size plastic

Energy Level: High

QUAKE COMFORT

wading pools

bm
 ulticolored cotton

balls (about 50 per 6
kids)
b6
 medium buckets
or bowls
bm
 usic player and
upbeat music

Prep: Fill ’Em Up
Divide all of your cotton balls among three buckets, and
place them at one end of your play area. Then place three
empty buckets on the opposite end of your play area.
It’s best if there’s at least 30 feet between the two sets
of buckets.
Space the wading pools at least 15 feet apart throughout
your play area between the sets of buckets. Fill the pools
with water only about ankle-deep so if there are any slips
in the pool, kids won’t be completely soaked.

at least 30'

Travel Tip
If you’re playing inside or
would simply prefer to not
have the water element
in this game, replace the
wading pools with large
hula hoops.

at least 15'
apart

buckets of
pompoms

empty
buckets

wading
pools or hula
hoops

Say: In some cities in Peru there are big yellow circles painted on
the ground. These circles are safety zones for earthquakes!
During an earthquake, people know to get inside one of the
circles as fast as they can to be safe from falling buildings.
Let’s pretend we’re moving colorful Peruvian pompoms
we’ve made across the city to sell in the market and we have
to be ready for an earthquake!
1. Explain that the cotton balls are your
pompoms and the empty buckets
across the play area are the market.
2. When you start playing music,
everyone will start running the cotton
balls one per person at a time to the
empty buckets.
3. Everyone will need to listen carefully
because when you stop the music
that means there’s an earthquake
and everyone needs to get to a safety
circle. Point out the pools as the
safety circles for the game.

4. Anyone who has a cotton ball in hand when the music
stops has to get it to the market (the empty buckets)
before they can move to a safety circle and will have only
4 seconds to do it. If a person can’t get to a safety circle
before the 4 seconds are up, they become an Earthquaker
on the sidelines.
5. Earthquakers will stand along the perimeter of the play
area and stomp their feet and shout out the 4-second
countdown whenever they hear the music stop. (Have a
few of your games assistants be the permanent
Earthquaker leaders.)
6. Play until all of the cotton balls are moved to the market or
you only have three players left.
7. Have everyone take off their shoes and put them to the
side of your play area. Then everyone can find a starting
place at the end of the play area with the buckets of
cotton balls.
8. Play music to start the game. Allow kids to play two or
three rounds—depending on how quickly the rounds go.
Say: The safety circles in Peru give comfort to people. The circles
are reminders that even if a scary earthquake happens
there’s hope to get through it. God gives us comfort when
scary things happen, too, and we can get through hard times
with God’s help.
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Travel Tip
Adjust your earthquake
countdown as needed for
the size of your play area.
If kids are really struggling
to make it to a safety zone
in the four seconds, add a
second or two. If it’s too
easy, subtract a second
or two.

Supplies
be
 mpty coffee cans (6

Energy Level: High

KIWI

for every 6 kids)

bm
 edium to large

rubber playground
balls (1 for every
6 kids)
b t ape, ropes, or pool
noodles for marking
play area boundaries

Prep: Keep It in Bounds
Mark play area boundaries for each group of 6 kids, that are
at least 15 feet across and a few feet apart. Put six coffee
cans in the center and a ball at one end of each play area (see
diagram below).

15'

Travel Tip
You can use any kind of
cylindrical plastic or metal
food or drink container as
long as there are no sharp
metal edges.

3'
ball thrower

cans

Kids will
stand here

Say: A kid-favorite game in Peru’s jungle is called Kiwi. It’s a lot
of fun and helps us remember that God gives us patience to
work together when we have a job to do.
1. Explain that groups of 6 will each have their own
play area where they’ll have a stack of cans and
a ball. Groups will need to stay inside their play
area boundaries while they’re playing. Stepping
out of bounds means not playing again until the
next round.
2. Kids will start by stacking the cans on top of each
other to make a small tower.
3. H
 ave each group decide who will be the first It, and
he or she will throw or roll the ball at the stack of
cans (while standing at least 3 feet away from the
cans) to knock them all down.
4. O
 nce the cans are knocked down, It will try to tag
the rest of the kids in the small group.
5. While It is trying to tag everyone, the rest of the
kids will try to rebuild the stack of cans.
6. When a person is tagged, he or she has to freeze
and can no longer help in rebuilding the stack of
cans until the next round. The first person to get
tagged will be It in the next round.
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7. A round ends when either the stack of cans is successfully
rebuilt before everyone is tagged or when everyone
gets tagged.
Have kids play rounds of Kiwi for 5 to 7 minutes. This game
is a great way for kids to burn off energy, so let them play
and enjoy!

ying Kiwi.

Kids in Hector’s village pla
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Supplies
b l arge adult-size

shirts or lightweight
jackets (at least
4 items for every
group of 6 kids)
b l arge adult-size
leggings, pants,
jeans, or athletic
pants (at least 4 for
every group of 6
kids)
ba
 dult tube socks
(at least 2 pairs per
small group)
b l aundry baskets (1
per small group)
bs
 topwatch or
cellphone timer

Energy Level: Low

LOTS O’ LAYERS
Prep: Laundry Load Up
Divide the clothing items you’ve gathered as evenly as
possible among the laundry baskets and then place the
baskets throughout your play area for small groups to
gather around.

Say: If you’ve ever gone high up into the mountains, you know
that the higher you go the colder it gets. In the high
mountains of Peru, people dress in layers of clothes and
women wear heavy skirts to be ready for any kind of weather.
Let’s play a game where you’ll get to see what it’s like to wear
lots o’ layers!
1. Explain that each group of 6 kids will work together to
get one of their team members—the Dresser—dressed in
as many layers of clothes as they can in each round of
the game. Clothes have to be worn somehow, not simply
stacked in piles on the Dresser’s shoulders or head.
2. Some rounds will be shorter than others, so kids will have
to work fast!
3. For each round, when kids hear music start to play, they
can start to layer. When the music stops, the round is over
and kids will count the number of pieces of clothing they
were able to complete. Kids will try to get a bigger number
with each round.
4. Have kids each gather around a laundry basket of clothes
and invite one person to be the first Dresser.
5. Play upbeat music to begin the first round and stop the
music after 30 seconds. Have kids count the number of
layers, and then invite a new willing person from
each group to be the Dresser.
6. Play a second round for 15 seconds, a third
round for 40 seconds, and a final round for 20
seconds—with a new Dresser for each round.
After your last round, gather everyone for a
quick wrap-up.
Say: You’re all layering experts now and ready
for an adventure in the Andes! In Peru,
all the layers of clothes give people
peace that they can brave a big change in
the weather.

Ask:
W
 hat big changes have happened in
your life?
Sometimes changes in life don’t feel
peaceful, but God gives us peace every
day and everywhere that with him we
can brave all kinds of changes!
Veronica, her mother, and her sist
er love wearing lots
of colorful layers.

Energy Level: High

LAKE LIFE SOCCER
Supplies

Prep: Form a Soccer Field

bo
 versize ball (such as

Use tape (or another means of marking boundary lines) to
create sidelines that will keep the game play within bounds.
Mark a rectangular soccer field that’s roughly 40 feet long by
25 feet wide.
At each end of the 40-foot length of the soccer field, use two
traffic cones to create goals that are both wide enough for
the “soccer” ball to fit through.

a very large inflatable
beach ball)
b4
 traffic cones or
other markers
b t ape, ropes, chalk,
or pool noodles for
marking boundaries

Travel Tip
25'

traffic
cones

traffic
cones

40'

Form two groups (as close to even as possible), and have the
two teams stand on either side of you in roughly the middle of
the soccer field. Make sure everyone is close enough to be able
to hear your instructions.
Say: One of the highest mountain lakes in the world is in Peru, and
it’s home to some awesome animals like big frogs, waddling
ducks, and even some flamingos! We’re going to play the most
popular game in Peru—soccer. But we’re going to throw in a
fun twist and play like we’re the lake animals!
1. Explain that the goal for the two teams is to move the ball
toward their goal (the goal on the opposite side of their half
of the soccer field) and then to kick the ball between the two
goal cones.

Keep competition from
being the main focus
of this goofy game of
soccer by not keeping
score of goals made and
instead celebrate good
team communication,
creativity in how kids hop
and waddle while playing,
and encouragement you
see from teammate to
teammate. While kids do
learn valuable lessons
through competition, it
can become a blinder for
highly competitive kids and
distract from the deeper
spiritual take-aways the
games are designed for.
Plus, keeping competition
in check will help to ensure
no one gets hurt from outof-control soccer kicks.
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2. As in regular soccer,
everyone can use
only their feet to
kick the ball along;
no hands. In this
special kind of
soccer, everyone
will move around
by mimicking the
movement of the
animal you’ve
last called out;
frog-hopping for
frogs, waddling low Kids playing soccer in Peru after a rainstorm.
to the ground for
ducks, and hopping on one leg for flamingos. Teams will
need to work together and pass the ball a lot.
3. There will be a Goalie defending each goal. The Goalie’s job is
to try to keep the ball from going through their goal. They’re
the only players who can use their hands to move the ball.
Invite a willing Thank You-er from each of the two teams to
be the Goalies.
4. Clarify any rules as needed, and then have everyone take
three big steps away from you and have the Goalies take
their places too. Place the ball in the center and move out
of the play area. Call out the first animal motion (pick any
one) and sound a whistle to start the first round.
5. At various times change the animal motion by calling out
“frog,” “flamingo,” and “duck.” (The frog-hopping is some
serious exercise, so keep those intervals fairly short.)
Say: In soccer, sometimes we make our goal and sometimes we
miss it. That happens in our lives too.
Ask:
S
 hout out some goals you’ve had, such as completing the
next level of your favorite game or learning how to play
the piano. Allow a few responses.
It doesn’t feel so great when we miss a goal. We
can feel disappointed in ourselves or worried
others are disappointed in us. But the great
news is that even when we miss goals or mess
up, God doesn’t love us any less. God gives us
peace that we don’t have to be perfect.

